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Abstract 

A semiconductor is a material that is used in electronic equipment and devices to manage and 

control the flow of electricity. The collective of businesses involved in the design and production 
of semiconductors and semiconductor devices, such as transistors and integrated circuits, makes 

up the semiconductor industry. it was founded around 1960.   Now the manufacture of 

semiconductor devices became a profitable industry. The semiconductor industry is a hugely 

important sector for world economies. The paper is divided into five parts. The first part 
underlines the importance of trade policies and technology transfer agreements, and offers 

examples of their utilization by states to build industrial capacity. In the second section, the paper 

delves further into India’s semiconductor industry and its comparative advantages. An overview 
of recent policy announcements follows, as well as an examination of why the approach might 

not suffice in the long run. The fourth section highlights the challenges and barriers facing India 

when formulating favourable trade and technology transfer policies. The paper ends with policy 

recommendations. 
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1. Introduction 

The first national initiative aimed at the key industry, the Indian government authorised a 

"comprehensive programme for the establishment of a sustainable semiconductor and display 

ecosystem" in December 2021. [1] New Delhi made it obvious that industrial policies are its 
preferred tools by announcing an allocation of US$9.78 billion towards creating a full-stack 

semiconductor ecosystem. In reality, though, sectoral growth is not necessarily the consequence 

of state support for industry through industrial policy. 
The functions of trade regulations and technology transfers are also crucial, but unappreciated, for 

the development of effective semiconductor ecosystems.[2] 

When compared to single-nation value chains, semiconductor supply chains that gain from 

advantageous trade policies and technology transfer have accelerated technological innovation 
and increased efficiency. [3,4] This research focus on role of trade policy specifies in context of 

Semiconductor.   

 Currently, India has a large domestic market and is highly dependent on imports for 

semiconductors. Despite a vibrant workforce known for tech engineering and semiconductor 
design, the country has only a few semiconductor manufacturing facilities. There is ample room 

for developing the domestic ecosystem and improving India’s global positioning.[5] 

1.1 Why trade and technology transfers’ matter:  
The global chip shortage is not abating. The semiconductor industry is not able to meet increasing 

sectoral demand, from automobiles to consumer electronics, prompting techno-nationalist calls 

for building self-sufficiency in the semiconductor supply chain Trade and technology transfers 

play an integral role in building domestic industries and improving the global ecosystem for 
semiconductors. The industry’s giants, such as Taiwan and Japan, reached their stature because of 

more liberalised and open market policies.[6] The free movement of labour, capital, and goods 

across markets has helped these countries build a robust infrastructure and excel in a part of the 

value chain.[7] 
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2 Key Driver:  
Techno-nationalism in the semiconductor industry is not a new phenomenon. Indeed, the calls 

began in the 1980s with the US-Japan trade war.[8] Manufacturers in the United States alleged 

that Japanese imports – memory chips, transistors – were priced lower and hurt their 

businesses.[9] At the time, Japan had completely insulated its semiconductor industry from global 
competition; during the 1960s and 1970s, no international semiconductor company were allowed 

to set up shop in the country.[10] In response, the United States enacted anti-dumping legislation 

to prevent future Japanese imports. The intent was to help the US firms capture the market for 

low-cost memory chips away from Japan, but the goal never materialised. [11] Firms moved to 
other products capable of generating more revenue. The experience taught the semiconductor 

industry that interconnectedness and global value chains are helpful, due to the following 

reasons.[12] 
First, differentiation in human and financial resource requirements across various stages of 

semiconductor production has highlighted the role of comparative advantage and geographic 

dispersion of the production process has added diversity in the supply chain. [13] While 

technologically advanced countries such as the United States, the Netherlands, and Japan are 
strong in the manufacturing of equipment, countries like Taiwan have a stranglehold over the 

manufacturing process, due to their pure-play foundry business model.[14] The foundry model 

focuses only on the manufacturing or fabrication process of semiconductor chips without taking 

up other processes of the value chain.[15] Similarly, post-fabrication processes such as assembly, 
testing, and packaging (known in the industry as ATMP) are highly labour-intensive processes 

that allow less technical expertise. Here, countries like India, Vietnam, and China have a distinct 

advantage due to the availability of a large workforce. Free movements of labour and trade are 

essential for functional value chains and enabled comparative advantages to expand 
geographically across the entire sector. [16] Second, a competitive global value chain has 

elevated the standards of semiconductor production in terms of quality and specifications [17], 

increasing exports from Taiwan, China, and South Korea. Trade-friendly policies have promoted 
the manufacturing of small and large-scale electronics. 

Multilateral trade agreements have also solidified the industry’s dependence on trade and free 

movement of goods. The Information Technology Agreement (ITA) of 1996 remains a landmark 

agreement that led to the promotion of trade in information and communication technology 
(ICT). In 2015, the agreement expanded and tariffs on approximately US$3 trillion of ICT goods 

were banned, as were imposing duties on semiconductor chips traded internationally. 

Semiconductors remain the largest ITA product category, contributing a total of 32% of global 

trade in ITA products in 2015. The tariff savings have lowered the costs of products.[18] 
The expansion of the ITA also resolved the non-uniform tariff classification of advanced 

semiconductors called multi-component integrated circuits (MCOs), used in a plethora of 

consumer electronic products. Smartphones, tablets, gaming consoles, and computer monitors 

have all benefitted from the tariff restructuring.[19] 
These devices were classified as parts of other equipment and subjected to 25% tariffs, which 

were also eliminated. Recent trade policies allowing access to cheaper equipment and promoting 

the exports of finished goods have made the semiconductor industry more robust.[9] 
Third, the positive business environment created by select countries has attracted semiconductor 

giants, as the savings accrued from no import duties and low tax rates enabled more spending on 

research and development. Such was the case of Fairchild Semiconductor, which moved its 

assembly line process to Hong Kong in 1961, citing low tax rates and duties, technological 
cooperation, and the proximity to consumer markets for the move. The company subsequently 

improved its growth. [21] 

Fourth, sound legal frameworks that protect intellectual property (IP) rights through multilateral 

trade agreements have strengthened the sector. IP is critical in the semiconductor industry, and 
the IP licensing mechanism is used in many parts of the supply chain.[22] For instance, licenses 
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are issued to design firms for using specific processor architectures in their computers or mobile 

phones. Electronic Design Automation (EDA) tools – specialised software used for chip design – 
are also sold on a per license basis. Such mechanisms work because of the Trade-Related Aspects 

of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agreement in 1995, signed by all WTO member states, 

which clearly defined multilateral IP rules and mandated a minimum set of procedures for 

national IP enforcement. The TRIPS agreement covered three areas specific to the semiconductor 
industry: 

– Protection of trade secrets 

– Protection of integrated circuit layout designs (after which the United States also passed 

similar legislation) 
– Safeguards against any compulsory licensing of semiconductor-related IP 

By enabling semiconductor firms to focus on developing new technologies with legal protection, 

the TRIPS agreement was transformational. The licensing that followed required an adherence to 
international standards in development and manufacturing, which subsequently improved export 

opportunities. 

Finally, it is useful to look at the ecosystem which dominates today’s semiconductor fabrication. 

Indeed, the story of Taiwan exemplifies how smart policy can change the course of history. [23] 
One single agreement for technology transfer laid the groundwork for the development of 

Taiwan’s semiconductor industry. In the 1970s, when Taiwan was still primarily an agricultural 

economy, the Ministry of Economic Affairs made a critical choice: it decided to develop a 

domestic semiconductor ecosystem. To learn more about semiconductors, the government struck 
a technology transfer deal with the Radio Corporation of America (RCA), worth millions of 

dollars.[24] A stream of Taiwanese engineers travelled to the United States to learn the 7-micron, 

metal-gate CMOS process. By 1975, with the help of RCA’s technology, Taiwan was able to 

build a 3-inch wafer fabrication facility, or ‘fab’, officially kickstarting the semiconductor 
industry. Within five years, Taiwanese engineers had become highly skilled, technically adept, 

and proficient at developing their own technology. The example of Taiwan shows that 

multilateral trade agreements, favourable trade policies, and technology transfer deals have been 
key to the industry’s growth and development.[25] 

Today, with its large workforce for semiconductor design services and the availability of low-cost 

labour to work in fabrication or OSAT facilities, India faces an opportunity to climb the 

semiconductor value chain. But can India address its vulnerability gaps and fulfil its 
potential?[26] 

3 Mapping India’s semiconductor ecosystem  

According to a collaborative research by the ‘Indian Electronics and Semiconductor Association’ 

(IESA) and Counterpoint Research, India's semiconductor market, estimated at $119 billion in 
2021, will increase at a compound annual rate of 19% to $ 300 billion by 2026. [27] The country 

is already a powerhouse for semiconductor design, with eight of the world’s top semiconductor 

companies by revenue having Indian design centres. Moreover, home-grown firms have become 

pioneers in providing quality design services to international semiconductor giants – at lower 
costs. [28,29] This is critical for the Indian semiconductor industry as it enlarges the domestic 

workforce and exposes them to the latest developments in semiconductor design.[30] 

Forecasted market value of semiconductor design services in India from 2014 to 2020(in billion 
U.S. dollars) 
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                                                             Fig. 1 

Until recently, the country’s manufacturing capabilities have been restricted to  
a few government labs. India has three semiconductor fabrication facilities, and 

they are led by the state. The SITAR facility in Bengaluru and the ‘Gallium Arsenide Enabling 

Technology Centre’ (GAETEC) in Hyderabad are both under India’s Defence Research and 
Development Organisation. 

The following details the landscape of India’s semiconductor industry. 

 

3.1 Design 
Texas Instruments opened their first R&D centre in India in 1985. Today, India 

houses design centres for all the major semiconductor firms. This demand for semiconductor 

design engineers has created a virtuous circle which boosts India’s comparative advantage. There 

are nearly around 30,000 engineers in the country, designing an average of 3,000 chips per year. 
[31] Each year, a new batch of electronics and electrical engineers graduates from technical 

educational institutions across the country, creating a thriving market for semiconductor design 

services. However, the domestic industry needs to bolster the capacity for creating indigenous 

semiconductor design IP. 
 

3.2 Manufacturing 

Despite many attempts to set up a fabrication facility in the country, India is home to only a few 
state-owned manufacturing units (as mentioned above) catering to the needs of the defence and 

space industries.[32] With help and investment from Israel’s Tower Semiconductor, the SCL 

facility has upgraded to manufacturing the 8” wafer fab to produce 180nm chips.[33] However, 

the absence of private capital to set up a semiconductor manufacturing plant indicates that 
incentivising policies have not worked.[34]Even with the new package of policies for the 

semiconductor industry, doubts linger about whether a foreign semiconductor foundry would be 

willing to invest in a fab in the country. [35] 

Indeed, roadblocks remain in the way of India’s ambitions; for example, the need for significant 
capital investment, high skilled labour meant for handling complex semiconductor manufacturing 

equipment, import of manufacturing equipment, and easy access to raw materials.[36] There have 

been reports that government officials from both India and Taiwan are engaged in talks to build a 

manufacturing hub in the country as well as finalise a free trade agreement (FTA). This would 
help India to gain easier access to the critical manufacturing equipment and foundry technology 

in which Taiwan is specialised. It remains to be seen, however, if talks with Taiwan would result 

in India finally getting a domestic manufacturing unit. 

3.3 Outsourced assembly and testing (OSAT) 

Compared to fabs, the Outsourced Assembly and Testing (OSAT) facilities require relatively less 

investment to set up and run. With low-skilled labour sufficing for OSAT operations, the only 

costs associated with these facilities are the imports of semiconductor devices, which have 
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enjoyed government incentives and subsidies in recent years.[37] The abundance of low-cost 

labour in the country is an added advantage. With the sector dominated by a few players, India 
has the potential to assert its presence through conducive policies and tie-ups with existing 

foreign companies.[38] Furthermore, the potential of fabs and OSAT facilities in India is 

intertwined with trade – both need favourable import policies.[39] To build a strong domestic 

industry, free trade agreements, tariff restructuring, and easier access to important markets (such 
as for semiconductor raw materials and manufacturing equipment) must be on the government’s 

radar. 

 

4. New Delhi’s semiconductor push 
Before pandemic-induced supply chain disruptions, New Delhi had taken a mellow approach to 

building the country’s industrial capacity.[40] Incentives such as the Scheme for Production of 

Special Electronics and Semiconductors and the Modified Special Incentive Scheme were rolled 
out to attract potential investors. The Production Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme also specifically 

targeted the country’s manufacturing. Following New Delhi’s announcement of the 

semiconductor package, the Ministry of Electronics & Information Technology explained the 

four specific schemes to incentivise domestic production of semiconductors.[41] In addition to 
having definitive timelines and outcomes, the schemes focused on all stages of semiconductor 

production: design, manufacturing, and OSAT. It also addressed the procedures for setting up 

different types of fabs: semiconductor fabs, display fabs, and specialised fabs for compound 

semiconductors, silicon photonics, and sensors. Understanding each of the four schemes would 
provide a holistic view of the government’s vision.[42] 

The aim of the Design Linked Incentive (DLI) scheme is to build India’s comparative advantage 

in semiconductor design and support domestic design firms.[43] The scheme provides financial 

incentives for up-and-coming design firms to spend on Electronic Design Automation (EDA) 
tools licensing and IP rights. It also aims to nurture a hundred domestic design companies and 

help at least twenty firms to achieve an annual turnover of US$193 million in the next five 

years.[44] 
One scheme specifically targets specialised fabs for compound semiconductors, silicon photonics, 

and sensors, and the development of ATMP/OSAT facilities. Companies with experience have 

been asked to commit a minimum capital investment threshold of US$12.86 million to set up 

specialised fabs over a capacity of 500 wafer starts per month with a 150/200mm wafer size. 
With regard to ATMP, the minimum capital requirement is set at US$6.43 million. Under this 

scheme, the government will reimburse 30 percent of capital expenditure to the selected firms. 

[45,46] Nurture a hundred domestic design companies and help at least twenty firms to achieve 

an annual turnover of US$193 million in the next five years.[47] 
One scheme specifically targets specialised fabs for compound semiconductors, silicon photonics, 

and sensors, and the development of ATMP/OSAT facilities.37 Companies with experience have 

been asked to commit a minimum capital investment threshold of US$12.86 million to set up 

specialised fabs over a capacity of 500 wafer starts per month with a 150/200mm wafer size. 
With regard to ATMP, the minimum capital requirement is set at US$6.43 million. Under this 

scheme, the government will reimburse 30 percent of capital expenditure to the selected firms. 

[48,49] 
Third, the government has proposed a scheme specifically to establish display fabs in India. New 

Delhi has already proposed funding 50% of the total project cost of two experienced 

companies.38 The only caveat: the firms applying under this scheme must invest a minimum 

capital of US$12.87 billion for manufacturing Active-Matrix Organic Light Emitting Diode or 
Thin-Film Transistor display screens in India.[50] 

Finally, the package includes a program to set up the long-pending semiconductor fab. The 

government has ensured different levels of financial support, depending on the manufacturing 

nodes by the firm. To set up a fab, the firm must invest a minimum capital of US$25.72 billion 
and have a manufacturing capacity of a minimum 40,000 wafers per month. For companies 
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producing transistors with a size of 28 nm or less, 40% for those with a size of 28 nm to 45 nm, 

and 30% for those with a size of 45 nm to 65 nm, the government will reimburse 50% of the 
entire project cost.  This scheme will also provide long-term support over a period of 6 years for 

at least two companies. [51,52,53] 

The package makes clear the government’s long-term strategy for building its domestic 

semiconductor industry, with its prioritizing of capital investment and financial support.[54] 
However, a more holistic approach requires better multilateral engagement and a stronger 

presence in the global supply chain. While the recent package is catered towards industrial 

policies, a broader view is needed – one which addresses the need to integrate the Indian 

industry with the global semiconductor ecosystem. Trade policy and technology transfer 
frameworks remain crucial for developing semiconductor ecosystems.[54] 

 

5. The impact of geopolitics on collaboration 
The development of semiconductor technology is greatly aided by increased international trade 

and national cooperation. However, states may encounter challenges when attempting to enhance 

trade.[55] Globalization has increased the likelihood of restrictions, which can hamper 

technology dissemination. These restrictions, which challenge the industry’s growth, are as 
follows. 

5.1 Restrictions on human capital movement 

The cross-border movement of commodities and services in a supply chain is made easier by 

effective trade policy. Both highly skilled and low-skilled personnel are needed at various points 
throughout the value chain in the labor- and capital-intensive semiconductor sector. [56,57] 

Semiconductor foundries and fabrication facilities need highly skilled workers to handle crucial 

manufacturing equipment, and OSAT facilities require low-skilled labour to complete the 

assembly, testing and marking processes. Semiconductor design services require technical 
expertise with competent engineering skills.40 With different levels of expertise needed, free 

exchange of labour across countries and borders becomes critical.[58] 

Again, Taiwan provides excellent lessons. Because Taiwan faced a shortage of manpower for the 
nascent industry, the government promoted “science parks” to house advanced semiconductor 

firms and their research centres. The result was Hsinchu Science Park, for which the government 

provided upfront capital, including tax deductions to the companies willing to relocate.[59] 

Today, it is difficult for workers to move freely across nations. A lack of qualified workers 
willing to relocate to a nation like India exists as many emerging economies struggle 

economically as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.[60] India's per capita income continues to be 

lower than that of semiconductor superpowers like the US and Taiwan. It will take more financial 

assistance from the government, as well as a favourable investment climate, to entice skilled 
employees from these nations. [61] 

Geopolitical tensions between the US and China have also increased the scrutiny towards Chinese 

researchers working in critical and strategic technology areas. Semiconductors and their supply 

chain are at the top of the list. As a result, collaboration between the two countries, especially in 
the scientific and academic realms, is declining. The growth of India’s semiconductor industry is 

thus constrained by increasing techno-nationalism beyond its borders. As more countries 

ringfence their semiconductor sector under the auspices of national security, barriers for 
transferring key technologies to other countries will increase.[61] 

5.2 Fears of weaponization 

Geopolitical and geoeconomic worries over semiconductor supply chains have been sparked by 

recent events such as the Covid-19 epidemic and the conflict between Russia and Ukraine. 
[62,15] Concerns have also been expressed about the militarization of semiconductor technology 

by the opposing militaries.[63] Regional techno-nationalist impulses may rise as a result of these 

changes.[64] 

5.3 Export control mechanisms 
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According to multilateral agreements like the Wassenaar Agreement, dual-use applications, 

which might result in export rules and limitations, apply when semiconductor technology is 
employed to create defence and military equipment. This attaches a component or threat of 

proliferation, similar to nuclear technology, making the technology subject to certain export rules. 

[9] 

The US, Japan, Netherlands, and South Korea are among the signatories of the Wassenaar 
Agreement, which was established to restrict the excessive export of dual-use technologies.[65] 

Taiwan cannot join the agreement because of its legal status but the government of Taiwan has 

curated its own export control list on semiconductors, similar to that of the agreement.[66] 

5.4 Import restrictions 
Many economies, including India, still impose import limitations. The Indian Cellular and 

Electronics Association, a business organisation made up of the heads of significant domestic 

companies, reminded the public after the government announced the semiconductor package that 
import tariffs for semiconductors continue to be high and that there are still some restrictions in 

the form of sensitive technologies and high tariffs. The statement also emphasised how the 

advantages of the fiscal support package would be negated. [67] 

 Thus, emerging semiconductor producers face the challenge of balancing domestic firms and 
acquiring state-of-the-art equipment and technologies by facilitating imports.[68] Again, Taiwan 

serves as a powerful example. Its success is generally attributed to a policy shift toward trade and 

investment liberalisation, especially for industrial inputs, and away from import substitution. 

Flexibility in the labour market, macroeconomic stability, infrastructural development, and 
secondary education are government priorities., and favourable trade policies, helped Taiwan 

scale new heights in the semiconductor industry. Import restrictions were eliminated, helping 

Taiwan gain access to the necessary materials and equipment to build its industry. [69,70] 

 

6. A roadmap for the path ahead 

India faces daunting challenges: demonstrating its dedication to developing the semiconductor 

industry. Capital-intensive industrial policies may entice bids and investments, but advantageous 
trade policies and a supportive business environment can ensure that the projects are completed 

and produce the desired results.[71] This strategy may eventually draw additional foreign 

semiconductor companies. Adopting the following policy suggestions will help India get closer to 

its objectives: 

6.1 Overhaul of trade policies 

India has to adjust its international trade strategy and make it more tolerant of the technology 

sector. The government can then concentrate on creating a thorough trade policy tailored to the 

semiconductor industry specifically. It is necessary to end current mercantilist and unfair trade 
practises that jeopardise the principles of industry-wide, competitive markets. This may involve 

lavish domestic sector subsidies that deter foreign businesses from making investments in the 

nation. [72,73] Furthermore, participation in international forums and multilateral trade 

organisations that might promote the expansion of the semiconductor industry requires 
government involvement. These businesses consist of: 

6.1.1 The World Semiconductor Council (WSC) 

The WSC is a global conference that brings together leaders in the semiconductor industry and 
technical specialists to discuss topics that affect the sector globally. The organisation currently 

consists of the associations for the semiconductor industries in Japan, South Korea, the US, 

Europe, China, and Taiwan. The WSC, which was founded in 1996, encourages international 

collaboration in the semiconductor sector to support long-term industry growth. [74,75] 
To be heard among the world's leading manufacturers of semiconductors, India should join the 

Council. The Council strongly supports free trade and is governed by the values of justice, 

adherence to market norms, and conformity to WTO regulations.[76] The WSC also 

acknowledges the significance of open markets free from discrimination and holds that the main 
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determinant of business success and global commerce should be the competitiveness of firms and 

their products.[77] 
One of the two requirements for tariff removal must be satisfied by any prospective member (a 

nation or area where the association is located). The first is the complete abolition of tariffs. 

Second, a commitment has been made to swiftly eliminate all tariffs on semiconductors or to 

suspend such levies until they are formally eliminated.[78] India's dedication may inspire 
confidence in investors and potential collaborators to develop the domestic ecosystem. 

Additionally, this would increase India's access to free trade in the semiconductor sector. 

6.1.2 The 2015 ITA Expansion 

The World Trade Organization's ITA, which reduced tariffs on high-tech and information 
technology items, was the main one in place in 1996. The WTO has had to reconsider the 

agreement's entire scope in light of the quickly developing digital revolution. This served as the 

catalyst for the ITA-II negotiations in 2015, which added more than 200 technology goods. It is 
in India's best advantage to formally sign the extended ITA. By doing this, the domestic sector 

would have access to products with zero tariffs that are relevant to the semiconductor sector. 

Additionally, it would aid new businesses and domestic producers in increasing their export 

volume. Strategic industries like semiconductors might be in the leading position of India's 
international trade, thanks to the large range of technology items offered by the ITA. Due to the 

necessity to safeguard its domestic economic sectors, India has historically refrained from joining 

trading blocs and agreements like the ‘Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership’ (RCEP) 

and the ‘Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership’ (CPTPP). 
[79] However, multilateral cooperation in the technology sector is necessary for supply chains to 

operate effectively. In the semiconductor and high-tech industries, free trade of goods and 

services is essential. If India joins these multilateral organisations that generate benefits particular 

to the industry, it will gain advantages domestically and will be able to contribute more to the 
global value chain. 

6.2 Promote a tech transfer and IP protection regime 

India should lead the global semiconductor sector in establishing a mechanism for the protection 
of ‘intellectual property’ (IP) related to the semiconductor industry and support a close-knit 

framework for the promotion of technology transfer agreements in the semiconductor domain. 

For potential investors and global semiconductor juggernauts interested in India, this would 

guarantee appropriate protection.[79] 
In the end, persuading global marketplaces to recognise India's potential as a semiconductor 

powerhouse depends on open knowledge transfer and a functional high-tech sector structure. 

India can get things going by establishing tough IP theft laws and other standards for the 

semiconductor industry, and making sure they are enforced.[80] Any company breaking the rules 
and regulations may be prohibited from participating in the markets as part of enforcement. Long-

term innovation-based competition will be ensured by banning exports, limiting domestic 

operations, and levying fines or penalties against individual businesses who violate IP theft 

rules.[81] 

6.3 Foster multilateralism as a necessity for resilience 

The Indian government should have a single area of attention, potentially through creating 

technical partnerships targeted at the industry, to facilitate a smooth transfer of semiconductor 
technology. Through a multilateral or plurilateral approach, a "bubble of trust" strategy can aid 

India in engaging with like-minded states. In particular, high-tech industries, such as 

semiconductors, this can aid improve information-sharing methods. Through already-existing 

groups like the Quad, these technology-sharing agreements can take place between alliance 
partners. For instance, the 'Quad Supply Chain Initiative', unveiled at the inaugural in-person 

summit of the organisation, can be expanded to incorporate trade secret protections that will make 

technology transfer agreements simpler.[80] Technology alliances may shape diplomacy's future 

in the digital era. Technology transfer agreements can help disseminate semiconductor 
technology across many states, reducing current vulnerabilities in supply chains that are 
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experiencing bottlenecks. In order to strengthen flexibility in the global value chain and its own 

ecosystem, India can contribute by allowing technology transfers to its domestic industry.[80] 

 

7. Conclusion 

The semiconductor industry has evolved into an intricate and globalised value chain, with critical 

dependencies on a handful of production centers. One reason for this transformation is certainly 
the complicated production process itself. But another integral factor is the role of trade and 

technology transfers in developing semiconductor ecosystems. Trade has significantly shaped the 

semiconductor industry's worldwide value chain, from the multilateral trade accords that 

facilitated industrial growth through the development of competitive advantages. From creating a 
business-friendly environment through zero-tariff structures for semiconductor goods to helping 

several countries increase export volumes, trade is critical for sustaining domestic industries and 

the international supply chain. 
A clearer comprehension of the significance of trade and technology transfer would be beneficial 

for India. in building semiconductor industries. The technology transfer agreement with the US 

was a starting point for the Taiwanese semiconductor industry. With Taiwanese engineers gaining 

technical competency through the deal, Taiwan’s liberal and open trade policies during the 1960s 
allowed state- funded foundries like ‘United Microelectronics Corporation’ (UMC) and ‘Taiwan 

Semiconductor Manufacturing Company’ (TSMC) to grow. Gradual increase in private 

investment and easier access to foundry components and equipment helped Taiwan become a 

semiconductor superpower. Emulating Taiwan’s semiconductor industry in the field of trade and 
technology transfer can help India and other growing semiconductor powers scale new heights. 

Industrial policies in the high-tech sector can only reap certain dividends while an unfavourable 

trade ecosystem can negate the positives of such industrial policies. It is of paramount importance 

to focus on formulating policies that improve India’s position in high-tech industries and 
specifically the semiconductor ecosystem.  
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